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Four Films That Deserve Oscars This Season 4 Films That Deserve Oscars This Season
$29.95 97 Pages - 1 Night - FREE New Releases Download Free eBook: Roving eyes -
More than just another book by John Calder Buy on: Share This Book With the recent
Oscars triumphs of the last-gasp film Dallas Buyers Club and The Iron Lady, two films

with an almost uncommon subject matter, one would have expected there to be a (in
future) ban on glamour in the best picture categories. As if to prove this theory wrong,

the 2012 best picture winner, Argo, and this year's Oscar winner, Silver Linings
Playbook, are just as pretty and chic as the best films of any previous year. Gone is the
old rule that the best picture winner must be a work of depth or serious consequence.

Now, the only criterion for a winner is just plain eye-candy. Once upon a time (in another
dimension and in another year) the best picture Oscar was the official crown for a single
film, the best film. While this year in several cases (Argo and Moonrise Kingdom) two
films were nominated together and could theoretically have been winners, at least in the
past, only one could have taken home the proverbial Oscar. For the most part, this has

remained the case since the earliest days of the Academy Awards. Until now. There are
now two best picture winners every year (this has been the case from the early days of the

Academy Awards, but until recently only one Best Picture Oscar winner was allowed)
and even though this is a very welcome development and one that will assist in shifting
the focus away from the most dominating male figure in Hollywood, George Lucas, the

Academy has taken a great risk by extending this change to the best picture category. For
a small institution such as the Academy to make such a forward-thinking move,
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especially when it comes to something so close to its heart, is impressive. But it still does
not answer the biggest question at the heart of this development - is it right? In an ideal
world, each of the four categories is awarded to the best film that the Academy believes
offers the most quality and artistic merit. But in reality, the four best picture nominees

are almost always represented by the four top films of the year, the films that most
audiences have seen. This is not only because
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